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Markov Approximation 프레임워크 기반
네트워크 서비스 체인 임베딩 기법 연구
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요 약 네트워크의 관리 비용을 줄이고 성능을 향상시키기 위해 ETSI(European Telecommunication
Standards Institute)는 클라우드･데이터 센터에서 네트워크 기능(Network Function)을 소프트웨어 형태
로 구현할 수 있는 네트워크 기능 가상화(Network Function Virtualization) 개념을 도입했다. 네트워크
기능 가상화 구조 내에서 네트워크 기능을 물리적 노드(예: 범용 서버)에 네트워크 기능을 호스팅하여 실
제 리소스를 공유할 수 있다. 네트워크 기능 가상화를 지원하는 네트워크 서비스 제공 업체의 경우, 효율
적인 자원 할당 방법을 통해 운영비용(OPEX) 및 자본 비용(CAPEX)를 줄일 수 있다. 이에 본 논문에서
는 최적화 방법을 통해 Network Service Chain Embedding 문제를 분석하고 Markov Approximation
프레임워크 기반 최적의 솔루션을 제안한다. 제안사항에 대한 시뮬레이션 결과는 평균 CPU 사용률이
73%, 링크 사용률이 최대 53% 증가함을 보여준다.
키워드: 네트워크 기능, 네트워크 기능 가상화, 데이터센터, 서비스 체인

Abstract To reduce management costs and improve performance, the European Telecommunication Standards Institute (ETSI) introduced the concept of network function virtualization (NFV), which
can implement network functions (NFs) on cloud/datacenters. Within the NFV architecture, NFs can
share physical resources by hosting NFs on physical nodes (commodity servers). For network service
providers who support NFV architectures, an efficient resource allocation method finds utility in being
able to reduce operating expenses (OPEX) and capital expenses (CAPEX). Thus, in this paper, we
analyzed the network service chain embedding problem via an optimization formulation and found a
close-optimal solution based on the Markov approximation framework. Our simulation results show that
our approach could increases on average CPU utilization by up to 73% and link utilization up to 53%.
Keywords: network functions, network function virtualization, datacenters, service chains
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1. 서 론
Traditionally, service provision of network providers,
such as telecommunication service provider (TSP),
infrastructure provider (InP), etc., has been based on
deploying physical proprietary devices and equipment for specific services [1], [2]. There are many
aspects of the resource management in a network
operator, such as efficient resource allocation, reducing power consumption, improving the resource
utilization and performance. Working in the legacy

Fig. 1 An example of network service chain embedding

networks, network functions (NFs), such as network
address translation (NAT), load balancer (LB), fire-

we focus on how to reduce the cost that is incurred

wall (FW), etc., are implemented on physical middle-

in the system when implementing VNFs on physical

boxes [2]. Middle-boxes are based on special-purpose

nodes (named network service chain embedding).

hardware and very expensive as well as too difficult

The diverse of service chains and VNFs increases

to maintain and upgrade. To reduce the operational

the complexity of this problem. Currently, allocation

cost and improve the performance in implementation,

approaches (Best-fit, First-fit) [4] cannot achieve a

the European Telecommunications Standards Institute

good result due to the relationship between VNFs in

(ETSI) recently introduces the concept of network

a service chain. Fig. 1 shows an example of service

function virtualization (NFV) that can run NFs on

chain embedding with 3 service chains and 4 phy-

industry standard servers (commodity servers) [1].

sical nodes. The relationship of NFs is represented

This opens significant ways to manage the network

as links in example of Fig. 1. To implement these

system of providers efficiently in terms of reducing

service chains, all NFs can be hosted on nodes and

the operation and management cost. Using the NFV

virtual connections between NFs can be shared

architecture, NFs can share the physical resources

physical links that connect physical nodes. Reducing

by implementing virtual network functions (VNFs)

the number of active nodes in implementation is one

as software embedded on physical nodes.

of the targets that can reduce the operational cost of

However, there are some challenges in embedding

the network provider.

VNFs on physical nodes. First, VNFs do not run

In this paper, we formulate the service chain

independently in the network. For example, to require

embedding problem as a combinatorial optimization

a web service, a network provider has to implement

problem to minimize the operational cost. We then

an FW to secure the packets, an LB to distribute

study a Markov approximation mechanism that can

the workload, a web server to execute HTTP requests.

find a close optimal solution for this combinatorial

That means a set of VNFs is specified and the

NP-hard problem. By using log-sum-exp to trans-

flows traverse these VNFs in a specific order. The

form the original problem, we can apply the Markov

set of VNFs for a specific service is called a service

approximation framework [10]. We design a specific

chain. Second, in implementation on cloud nodes,

Markov chain and derive the transition rate between

computing resources (such as CPU, memory, etc.)

states. Based on the stationary distribution, we design

are explicit however sharing network traffic is still

a distributed embedding algorithm to implement service

abstract and is often ignored. Finally, although VNFs

chains.

now can embed on distributed cloud nodes by using

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-

algorithms of virtual machine placement approaches

tion 2 discusses about the related work. The problem

[6-8], they cannot be applied directly on the SC em-

statement is presented in Section 3. We then repre-

bedding due to the relationship of VNFs.

sents the Markov approximation approach for solving

Considering the implementation for service chains,

the service chain embedding problem in Section 4.
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The algorithm is proposed in Section 5. Section 6

famous framework to solve the combinatorial opti-

presents about the simulation results. Finally, we

mization problem. The robustness of this framework

present the conclusion in Section 7.

is convinced in several complicated applications such
as maximum weighted independent set, optimal

2. Related work

neighbor problem in peer-to-peer streaming system

To support the NFV technology, ETSI and IETF

[9], virtual machine placement [7]. This approach

have defined network architectures that enable to

not only guarantees the close-optimal solution but

allocate resource for VNFs as well as to manage

also enables a simple implementation in practice.

and orchestrate NFV to support services. NFs can be
deployed and reassigned to share physical resource
pool of the infrastructure, so as to satisfy scalability

3. System model and problem formulation
3.1 System model

and performance requirements in implementation of

We consider a service provider scenario that users

the network. Fundamentally, the NFV architectures

request a set       of service chains.

includes three main components: Network service

Each service chain  includes a set  of VNFs.

chains, NFVI and the NFV Management and Orche-

Using physical infrastructure, the network operator

stration (NFV-MANO), as shown in Fig. 2.
Resource allocation in NFV is a problem widely
studied in literature [1], [3]. In these existing works,
the resource allocation in NFV deals with the minimization of the operational cost, the network latency,
and the number of rejected service chains. However,
the service chain placement problem is NP-hard so
that the current solution cannot guarantee the small
gap compared to the optimal solution.
Furthermore, the current service chain placement
solutions in [4], [5], [6] ignore the complicated relationship between VNFs in service chains. Because it
increases the combination in the placement problem,
which is more difficult to solve.
To find the solution for service chain embedding,
we choose the Markov approximation framework, a

determines a scheme to embed VNFs on physical
nodes (servers). In Fig. 1, we show an example that
embeds 3 service chains on 4 physical nodes.
Furthermore, VNFs in a specific service chain
require virtual connections (links) to forward packets
(e.g., in a web service chain, an NAT is implemented
in front an FW. This implementation requires a
virtual connection to forward packets from NAT to
FW). The virtual connections are also embedded and
shared the network traffic on the physical links. We
consider the computation resource of each VNF with
the unit of CPU, and define   as the amount of
CPU unit requirement of VNF  in service chain .
When embedding all service chains on physical
nodes, the network operator has to ensure following
constraints:



∈ ∈  



∈ 




 

≦ ∀∈ ,

(1)

  ∀∈∀∈ 

(2)

where  is the set of physical nodes, and  is the
capacity of node  , and  is the indicator variable
(    if node  is hosting VNF  of service
chain , otherwise    ). Constraint (1) guarantees that all VNFs embedded on a node  cannot
exceed the capacity of that node. (2) implies the
system has to embed all VNFs and each VNF is
only hosted at one node.
Moreover, each service chain  is a directed path,
Fig. 2 ETSI-NFV architecture [1]

including a set  of virtual links. We define   as
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the data rate flowing in the link  of service chain

the one we advocate below, Markov approximation-

. Also, we denote   as the capacity data rate of

based approach has an advantage in giving an app-

the physical link  belong to the set  of physical

roximated solution for the high complexity of the

links. Thus, we have the following constraints:

 


   ≦   ∀∈

∈  ∈  



∈ 



  ∀∈∈ 

(3)

4. Markov approximation approach for  

(4)

4.1 Log-sum approximation

where  is the indicator variable to indicate virtual
link  of service chain  embedded on the physical
link  . (3) implies that the total amount of traffic
passing through the shared link



should not

exceed its processing capacity. (4) ensures that each



virtual link

combinatorial optimization problem.

of each service chain  is embedded

Let    be a configuration for   , and 
be the set of feasible configuration defined by constraints (1)-(4). Configuration  indicates a specific
VNF mapping scheme on a set of active node  . A
change of any VNF in the allocation scheme will
create a new configuration (or a new state in the
Markov chain). For ease of representation, we let

   

on only one physical link  .
The objective in embedding service chains is to

ding

to

 

∈ 

the



be the cost of   correspon-



.

configuration

Thus,

we

have

reduce the cost to operate the physical nodes. This

min∈   , consequently,   can be rewritten as

cost can be measured based on the amount of

follows:

energy consumption of each node. Consider  and

min  

 as the amount of power consumption of each



The energy usage of each node  can be calculated



∈ 

server in the active status and in the idle status.

 

∈ 


 

 

where  is the probability of choosing configuration

by     , where  is the utility of each server

. Following [10], we apply log-sum-exponential app-

which can be measured by the percentage amount

roximation to   as follows:







∈ ∈  


 

min  

of allocated CPU and its capacity   
.

We define  as the active variable for node  ,



where    if

 ≧  otherwise    .

∈ ∈  

The objective function now can be formulated as
follows: min

 

∈





       log 

∈ 



∈ 



 

∈ 







where  is a large positive constant.
This is the convex optimization problem that can
obtain the optimal solution  [10] as follows

exp  
     ∀∈
exp′ 

.

(5)



′∈ 

3.2 Problem formulation

Unfortunately, (5) is too difficult to find in prac-

Combining the constraints (1)-(4), we formulate

tice due to the large solution space. Thus, based on

the optimization problem of service chain placement

the stationary distribution of Markov chain, we consider

as follow:

  : min

 

∈ 



 as a state of time reversible of Markov chain. As
,

s.t. constraints (1) - (4).

  aims to find a service chain placement to
minimize the total cost incurred in the system,

the Markov chain converges to its stationary distribution, we approach  as an optimal solution.
4.2 Markov chain and transition rate
We

next

design

the

Markov

chain

and

the

which is represented based on the number of active

transition rate between states for  . Consider

nodes. However, the problem above cannot be found

two configurations ′∈ that represent the states

in the polynomial time since it is NP-hard.

of the time-reversible ergodic Markov chain with

Among the many choices of optimization methods,

the stationary distribution  . We define ′ and
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with the previous cost. A chosen configuration owns
the smaller cost based on (6) and (7). These phases
are repeated until underlying the Markov chain
converges to the stationary distribution.

Algorithm 1: SEMA-Distributed service chain
embedding.
Fig. 3 Transition rate in Markov chain

For service chain :

′ as the non-negative transition rates from →′
and ′→, respectively as shown in Fig. 3. Based on
the balance equation for all states in Markov chain,
we have

that have sufficient resources to host the
service chain .
2. Randomly replace one chosen node by selecting
another node in the set of  . The new chosen

′  ′
exp  ′  exp ′ ′

subset must have sufficient resources to host
the service chain .

Consequently, we can derive


′  exp   
  exp   ′ 

′  exp   
  exp ′   

1. Randomly choose feasible nodes in the set 

3. Migrate to the new configuration  ′ with the




transition probability  according to (6) and (7).
4. Broadcast a "free message" to other sessions.
5. Return to Step 1 until the stopping criteria is met

where  is a constant.
approximation

Given a value of  , we implicitly solve an appro-

method is to move randomly to a new configuration

The

key

idea

in

the

Markov

with a probability depending on the new cost of con-


 log  .
ximation of   with an entropy term 
 ∈  

figuration  ′ that can approach to the optimal confi-

The optimal gap is bounded by

guration.


  , where  is the size of the configuration



5. Distributed service chain embedding
algorithm
Consider the Markov chain and states, the system
moves from configuration  to  ′ with only one



set  . Therefore, when increasing  , the optimal
gap will be reduced (5).

6. Simulation results

change of an VNF. Thus, we can execute distribu-

6.1 Settings

tedly for each service chain, whenever a service

In this section, we make a simulation for our

chain change its configuration, others must be

work with 20 service chains including 150 VNFs.

blocked. We schedule for all service chains following

We create 30 physical nodes and create a network

first-come-first-serve (FCFS and the next service

connection between them. The link capacities of

chain has to wait the free message to execute its

physical links are set from 5 to 10 and the virtual

procedure).

link bandwidth requirements are set from 1 to 2.

The algorithm for service chain embedding based
on the Markov approximation is named SEMA,
which can obtain a close-optimal solution. The steps
of SEMA are shown in Algorithm 1.
The SEMA algorithm solves   in a repeated

For power consumption, we set    kWh and

   kWh for the physical nodes
6.2 Results
Convergence. We evaluate the convergence of
SEMA during 1000 iterations. As shown in Fig. 4,

manner with two phases. The first phase is to find

based on the trace line, it shows the movement of

a random feasible configuration to implement. Then,

all states following the Markov chain and the prob-

the second phase is to compare the current cost

ability of transition rate. Fortunately, at iteration 32,
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culated by multiplying the total power of all active
nodes with the electricity price (0.01 USD/kWh).
Resource utilization. Furthermore, we make a
comparison to Best-fit approach as shown in Fig. 5.
Without considering the network traffic between
VNFs in service chains, Best-fit cannot reduce the
number of active nodes. Best-fit always aims to
increase the CPU utilization, however this way
makes the physical links over the capacity.
Fig. 4 Evaluation of the convergence of SEMA

Specifically, we make an evaluation that measures
the resource utilization of CPU and physical links,
as shown in Fig. 6. The utilizations of CPU and
physical links in SEMA are higher and more stable
than Best-fit during 10 time slots. By controlling
both CPU and link bandwidth resources, SEMA can
find suitable subsets which do not scale up and
scale down too much. The link bandwidth allocation
does not over as in Best-fit that keeps the system
operate in stability. In average, the CPU utilization
increases up to 73% and link utilization up to 53%.

Fig. 5 Evaluating the number of active nodes

7. Conclusion
In this paper, we have studied about service chain
embedding problem. This problem is combinatorial
and NP-hard problem that cannot be found a
solution in polynomial time. Furthermore, due to the
diversity and the relationship of NFs, current allocation approaches (First-fit, Best-fit) cannot achieve
the efficient solution. We have proposed a distributed
service chain embedding based on the Markov approximation method. Our solution can obtain the close
(a) Evaluation of the CPU utilization

optimal solution and outperforms compared to Bestfit, where the CPU utilization increases up to 73%
and link utilization up to 53% in average.
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